Policy
Title:

Bentley Regeneration Design Guidelines

Purpose or Objective:

To specify planning and design requirements applicable to design and
development within the Bentley Regeneration Project area in addition to the Local
Structure Plan.

Reference Documents:

•
•
•
•
•

Code:

LP.05

Planning and Development Act 2005
City of Canning Local Planning Scheme No. 42
Bentley Regeneration Project Local Structure Plan
Local Development Plans
State Planning Policy – 7.3 Residential Design Codes of WA

Policy Statement
To encourage a thriving and highly connected urban environment within the Bentley Regeneration Project area.

1 Scope
a) This policy applies to Bentley Regeneration Project Area zoned Urban Development within the City of
Canning’s (the local government) Local Planning Scheme No. 42 (the Scheme). It provides guidance to
landowners/developers and set outs the planning framework for the decision making process on
applications for development and/or subdivision of land and the creation of Local Development Plans
(LDP) for areas located within the Bentley Regeneration Project area.
b) Development shall be generally in accordance with the guidance included in this policy, and also be
designed to respond to specific site conditions.
c) The design guidelines are to be read in conjunction with the Scheme, the Local Structure Plan, other
relevant local planning policies, and local development plans (as adopted by the local government).
d) The appendices in this policy illustrate roads sections and indicative public open space design elements as
required in the Bentley Local Structure Plan (the LSP).

2 Definitions
Unless otherwise defined below, words and expressions in this policy are as defined in Part 6 of Local Planning
Scheme No. 42 (the Scheme), the Planning and Development Act 2005, the Planning and Development (Local
Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 (Regulations).
Activation
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Active frontages

Ground floor street frontages of a building that enable direct visual
and physical contact between the street and the interior of the
building to ensure casual surveillance of the Public Domain. The
inclusion of clearly defined entrances; windows and shop fronts are
elements of the building façade that will also contribute to an active
frontage.

Built form

The position, shape, size, height, style and appearance of buildings.

Note: All other definitions are as defined in the State Planning Policy – 7.3 Residential Design Codes of WA (R-Codes)
and the Scheme.
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Each topic with a requirement contains:
•

Objectives to establish the overall intent for the topic.

•

Mandatory Criteria which must be adhered to as a minimum standard.

•

Design Suggestions which provide additional guidance on additional or alternative strategies for
achieving or exceeding the intent of the Objectives.

4 Assessment Approach
All proposed developments will be assessed against the objectives. Where development achieves the
identified mandated criteria, it is deemed to have met the objective. Alternative means of demonstrating
achievement of the objectives will be considered on their merits.

5 Context
a) The LSP was developed and approved in 2015 to guide the development of the precinct towards the
objective of the Department of Communities, the City of Canning and Directions 2031. The plan proposes
affordability and a genuine housing choice reflecting the emerging society changes.
b) The LSP requires design guidelines and Local Development Plans (LDPs) to be prepared for the area prior
to an application for subdivision being approved. As per LSP requirements, this document contains
indicative designs to open spaces (Appendix 1) and street layouts (Appendix 2).
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c) Site-specific variations based on the guidance contained in this document may be prepared in LDPs.
Variations to this policy may be approved where the local government is satisfied that the development
application meets the intent of this policy and the Design Principles of the R-Codes.
d) This policy has been revised with the release of SPP 7.3 to delete repeated requirements. None of the
deemed-to-comply provisions of the R-Codes are varied or replaced by this policy.

6 Application
a) The application of these guidelines applies to the land zoned Urban Development and bounded by
Manning Road, Dumond Street, Holder Street, Pollock Street, Queen Street, Nyamup Way and Hedley
Place. For general development character guidance (including objectives, themes and design elements)
refer to Table 1 in the Local Structure Plan. The provisions of this policy apply to residential development
assessed under Part 5 and Part 6 of the R-Codes and non-residential development under the Scheme.
b) This policy is to be read in conjunction with the Scheme, the LSP, other relevant local planning policies,
and other relevant planning instruments (such as Local Development Plans). In the event there is a
conflict between this policy, and a provision contained within another local planning policy, this policy
shall prevail.

7 Local Development Plans (LDPs)
a) LDPs shall be developed as per LSP requirements to provide site-specific response for future development
and certainty for landowners and future developers.
b) Development approval (if required), building permits and then construction will follow after the LDP over
a site is finalised and adopted, and shall be generally in accordance with the applicable LDP.
c) Separate to the development application process, other approval processes such as obtaining a building
permit can be undertaken. In addition to this, relevant provisions of this policy may be implemented or
required to be implemented, through restrictive covenants, notifications on title, strata management
statements, contracts of sale and any other appropriate instrument.

8 Approval Process
The next steps in the development process for Core, Frame and Edge precincts are as follows:

Figure 1: Approval Process
a) Applicants are strongly encouraged to liaise with the local government and its Design Review Panel prior
to lodgement of larger scale development applications or local development plans, particularly if seeking
bonuses or alternative means of achieving design objectives.
b) Note that as part of the development application assessment process the Design Review Panel may be
consulted, along with other relevant referrals deemed necessary by the local government.
c) The local government may refuse development applications that are considered not to be in keeping with
the Objectives and Design Principles of this policy.
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9 Bentley Regeneration Vision
a) The vision for Bentley Regeneration (Bentley 360) is to have a community and where its culture matters.
By seeking out and adopting the best practices in urban development, we aim to set a new standard in
sustainable housing that will breathe new life into Bentley and create a place with a heart and soul; where
people feel they belong. Deliver housing affordability, diversity and choice. It also includes sustainability
and commercial viability.
b) The project envisions a unique opportunity that existed for a comprehensive redevelopment, with a focus
on affordability and the potential for significant yields to generate the required critical mass of population
that could bring life and vitality to the project area. The project area was recognised as not only an
opportunity to revitalise but as a potential exemplar project for infill development of inner and middle
suburban Perth. This policy aims to promote excellence in design and to arrive at optimal development of
the built form.

10 Urban Structure
a) The redevelopment of the area will involve the creation of new streets and open spaces to service both
new and existing buildings and the wider neighbourhood. There are different sub-precincts that relate to
their intended function and allow densities to transition down towards the existing urban fabric.
b) Figure 2 shows a Structuring Principles Plan, which sets out a spatial reference for the different precincts,
proposed streets and spaces. As described in Part 1 of the LSP, the precincts demonstrate the desired
development character within each area.
c) Figure 2 also illustrates indicative locations of adaptable and active frontages within the Bentley
Regeneration Precinct area.
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Figure 2: Structuring Principles Plan

11 Built Form
11.1 Allocation of Plot Ratio and Density
Objective
a) Development is to respond to the desired urban scale, and character of the Core, Frame, and Edge subprecincts established by the structure plan.
Mandatory Criteria
b) Unless varied by a LDP, the base density code provisions outlined in the LSP shall apply.
c) Allocation of individual site-specific plot ratios will be based on the specific characteristics of the site
such as:
i.
The plot ratio range identified for the prevailing precinct;
ii.
The type of street that the site has frontage to;
iii.
The intensity or allocated density of surrounding development (within or outside the BRP area);
iv.
The size and function of any abutting open space;
v.
Proximity to public transport routes; and
vi.
Any other relevant planning matter as determined by the local government.
City of Canning Policy
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Design Suggestion
d) Developments are encouraged to seek additional plot ratio bonuses for exceeding the minimum
standard of respective design and sustainability criteria, where applicable (refer Section 12
Qualifications for Bonus Plot Ratio).

11.2 Landmark and Prominent Sites
Objective
a) To encourage high quality buildings on prominent sites, such as corner sites which terminate views and
vistas and sites which define public spaces to provide a visual way finding landmark.
Mandatory Criteria
b) Identified landmark corner buildings (Refer to Figure 2) are to provide for greater articulation and
emphasis of elements through the use of various materials and differing geometry.
Design Suggestions
c) Double height or penthouse apartments are encouraged (where permissible) to reinforce prominent
sites.
d) Differentiated roof forms are encouraged on landmark and prominent sites to help accentuate corner
elements.

11.3 Setbacks
Objective
a) To ensure new buildings work together to contribute to and define the Public Domain in a consistent
fashion.
Mandatory Criteria
b) Setbacks are to be guided by each corresponding density setback in SPP 7.3.

11.4 Building Articulation
Objectives
a) To ensure that new development contributes positively to the public realm through high quality
architectural expression (as per SPP 7.3).
Mandatory Criteria
b) Non-residential façades are to incorporate multiple openings at ground level and the opportunity for
integrated pedestrian connections in the form of retail arcades (i.e. operable doors towards alfresco
dining areas) as well as visually permeable openings on the first floor.
c) Where private laneways are created they must be landscaped within the private lot.
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Figure 3: Typical breakdown of the 3 key building elements
Design Suggestions
d) Buildings (especially taller ones) are encouraged to follow the principle of creating the impression of
being broken into three elements (‘bottom’, ‘middle’ and ‘top’) that are given different visual
treatments – please refer to accompanying diagram. There are many ways to achieve this principle
using changes in colour, materials, balcony treatments and ratio of expressed ‘solid’ elements to
recessed ‘void’ elements, see diagram above.
i.
The ‘bottom’ element of a building should be visually heavy, helping to anchor the building to the
ground plane. This part of the building generally comprises the ground level and first few storeys
and includes building entries and active frontages if applicable. This element should present
strongly to the street and have a high ratio of expressed ‘solid’ elements to provide additional
privacy for lower level residents. This element generally reads as a heavy, horizontal block;
ii.
The ‘middle’ element of a building generally comprises most of the building façade and is
therefore encouraged to incorporate devices to assist with breaking down the overall visual bulk
of the building, such as being broken into visually distinct vertical elements; and
iii.
The ‘top’ element of a building should be visually recessive and ideally provide a cap to the
building. Expressed rooflines are encouraged. This element generally reads as a light, horizontal
element.
e) The innovative use of privacy and shade screening is encouraged so as to contribute in a positive way to
the architectural style of the building.
f) The use of reflective glass, precast, superficial and superfluous detailing is not considered to be an
appropriate form of architectural expression and will generally not be supported.
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11.5 Frontages
11.5.1 General Residential Frontages
Objectives
a) To demonstrate a built form response that complements and enhances adjoining development,
nearby streets, open spaces, and other public assets.
b) To provide a cohesive streetscape that contributes to the legibility and distinctiveness of the area.
Mandatory Criteria
c) Street facing façades must be well-articulated, having no openings smaller than 1m 2.
Design Suggestions
d) Dwellings are encouraged to be designed to address and overlook laneways where possible to
enhance the laneway’s perceived safety and security. These laneway-fronting dwellings can take the
form of ancillary dwellings on top of garages (‘Fonzy Flats’) for house lots.
e) A non-mandatory setback for the purposes of laneway landscaping or other landscape treatments are
encouraged so as to enhance the visual amenity of laneway spaces.
11.5.2 Retail / Commercial Ground Floor Frontages
Objectives
a) To create retail and commercial building interfaces to the public domain which facilitate and
encourage trade.
b) To create streetscapes that are inviting for pedestrians.
Mandatory Criteria
c) Retail and commercial frontage must include continuous awnings.
d) Awnings are to be set back from street kerbs by a minimum 0.5m to avoid vehicle damage and
services infrastructure. Greater setbacks or cut outs may also be required to accommodate existing or
future street trees.
e) Awnings must have a minimum clearance of 3.2m.
f) ‘Sleeving’ (wrapping with shallow retail tenancies) is required for large format buildings with frontage
to the Village Square.
Design Suggestion
g) Shop front façades around the village square are encouraged to be ‘fine-grained’ and incorporate
devices such as stall risers.
11.5.3 Adaptable Ground Floor Frontages
This section relates to the identified Adaptable Frontages in Figure 2 – Structuring Principles Plan.
Objectives
a) To allow for changes in building use at ground floor over time.
b) To encourage buildings that are designed to be able to adapt to changes in tenancy requirements.
Mandatory Criteria
c) Where adaptable frontage requirements apply:
i.
Development must demonstrate that ground floor areas have been designed for changes in
structural capacity and adaptability, including:
• Appropriate floor to ceiling heights.
• Adaptability for disabled access.
• Ability to be used for other designated uses.
ii.
Retail or adaptable tenancies fronting the North-South Thoroughfare are to have a depth of 812m.
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iii.

Retail and commercial frontage must include awnings that are continuous and setback from
street kerbs by a minimum 0.5m to avoid vehicle damage and services infrastructure. Greater
setbacks or cut outs may also be required to accommodate existing or future street trees.
Design Suggestions
d) Versatile structural envelopes that are capable of accommodating changes to the interior space plan
through changeable interior partitions are encouraged.
e) The building line for adaptable frontages is encouraged to be set back from the site boundary to
facilitate the provision of courtyard space.
f) Removable false floors are encouraged in adaptable building locations where residential is the likely
short term use to assist with providing vertical separation and privacy.
g) Active or Adaptable Frontages are encouraged to include ‘fine-grained’ (i.e. narrow frontage width)
tenancies so as to provide for a wider range of tenancy types and encourage a diverse range of
businesses.

11.6 Site Access, Servicing and Loading Areas
Objectives
a) To ensure access points for service and private vehicles do not detract from the Public Domain and
contribute to a pedestrian friendly environment.
b) To enable buildings to be efficiently and effectively serviced with minimal impact on resident, visitor or
pedestrian amenity.
Mandatory Criteria
c) No vehicular access to and from the North-South Thoroughfare where an alternative point of vehicular
access (such as a secondary street or laneway) is permitted for individual lots; and
d) Demonstrate that opportunities for active frontages and pedestrian friendly streetscapes have been
maximised by limiting the number of vehicle access points to the minimum required to service the
needs of the development. This may include shared servicing access and shared access for multiple
buildings / sites.
Design Suggestion
e) The provision of shared loading areas for developments with multiple commercial / retail tenancies is
encouraged.

11.7 Signage
Objectives
a) To ensure advertising enables businesses to promote themselves while preserving local amenity and
avoiding commercialisation of the Public Domain.
b) To provide shade and shelter to pedestrians in key areas of higher activity.
Mandatory Criteria
c) Signage is to be for building or tenancy identification only and is required to be integrated with the
building design.
d) All columns, pillars or other structural devices required to support awnings must be wholly located
within the lot boundaries.
Design Suggestion
e) Under-awning tenancy signage is encouraged.
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Figure 4: Indicative Sign Locations

12 Sustainability: Qualifications for Bonus Plot Ratio
a) A cumulative maximum bonus of up to 25% applies to the area whereby additional plot ratio is awarded
for developments that deliver an innovative approach to integrated resource management and best
practices to achieve sustainable urban redevelopment
b) Development must achieve or exceed the identified requirements for the relevant bonus category in
order to receive the additional plot ratio.
c) The plot ratio bonus is not applicable to single houses.
d) Proponents are also encouraged to submit proposals and draw the local government’s attention to what
they believe are characteristics of the development worthy of bonus plot ratio that are not mentioned
specifically in the document.
e) The onus will be on the proponents to demonstrate a development qualifies for a bonus. Meeting the
Bonus Plot Ratio requirements does not compensate for, and will not be considered as a mitigating factor
for failing to meet other mandatory criteria contained in the guidelines or any other relevant planning
document. Mathematically it may be possible to obtain over 25% bonus plot ratio through the satisfying
of various bonus plot ratio criteria, however the maximum bonus plot ratio that will be granted is 25%.
f) The determining authority for the development (being the local government or a Joint Development
Assessment Panel) will assess qualification for the above bonuses, based on advice from the local
government’s Design Review Panel.
g) For each relevant criteria, minimum and aspirational bonus are established.
Key Objectives
h) To ensure development incorporates best practices for sustainability and promotes aspirational targets to
achieve sustainable urban outcomes.
i) To establish performance indicators for use in the design and assessment of development proposals for
the site. These performance indicators will influence design and development within the area.
j) The proposed environmentally sustainable design approach is to be presented to the local government in
conjunction with the development application for all proposals.
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k) To reduce car dependency and encourage other transport choices for residents, workers and visitors.
Mandatory Criteria
l)

Development is to submit a water use and energy efficiency report that demonstrates how it complies
with the required minimum ratings as assessed by an accredited professional.

12.1 Bonus Plot Ratio – Energy
Objectives
a) To improve energy efficiency within the project area at both the precinct wide and the individual site
level.
Mandatory Criteria
b) Developments which meet the following Energy Efficiency criteria may seek a 12.5% plot ratio bonus:
i.
Incorporate at least three significant energy efficiency initiatives within the development that
exceeds minimum practice (refer to Design Guidance DG 4.15.1 of SPP7.3); or
ii.
All the dwellings to meet the minimum NATHERS requirement for apartments by 2 stars (refer to
DG 4.15.2 of SPP7.3).

12.2 Minimum Compliance and Bonus Plot Ratio – Water Use
Objectives
a) To improve the efficiency of water use within the project area at both the precinct wide and the
individual site level.
Mandatory Criteria
b) Developments are required to submit modelling of all water-use; pressure and grey water re-use
systems, if applicable.
c) Multiple dwelling developments are to achieve the minimum criteria outlined below.
d) Developments that achieve the aspirational criteria are eligible for 12.5% plot ratio bonus (refer to DG
4.16.4 of SPP7.3).
Table 1: Water use reduction minimum and aspirational targets
Indicators

Minimum

Aspirational

Scheme Water Use

80kl / person / year

50kl / person / year

Scheme Water Max Pressure

35m

25m

Other requirements

Select minimum flow taps, shower
heads, fixtures and appliances

Install grey water re-use systems
wherever possible

Governance References

Statutory Compliance

•
•
•
•

Planning and Development Act 2005
Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015
Bentley Regeneration Local Structure Plan
City of Canning Local Planning Scheme No. 42

Process Links
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Policy Administration
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Canning Sustainable Development

Director Canning Sustainable Development
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1
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Appendix 1 – Indicative Approach to Public Open Space
Public Open Spaces A, B and F
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Public Open Spaces E, D and H
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Public Open Spaces C, G, I and J
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Appendix 2 – Street Layout
a) North-South Thoroughfare (24 to 25m)
i.
Built form is encouraged to use green walls where possible along the North-South Thoroughfare.
ii.
Generous tree planting, rain gardens, water treatment and water-based public art and furniture within the street and abutting green spaces are
encouraged.
iii.
An inviting tree-lined entrance into the regeneration area at Manning Road and Walpole Street is encouraged.
iv.
The design of the North-South Thoroughfare is to follow the indicative section and plan as follows:
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b) Neighbourhood Streets (20m)
The design of Neighbourhood Streets is to generally follow the indicative section and plan as follows:
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c) Local Streets (16m)
The design of Local Streets is to generally follow the indicative section and plan as follows:
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d) Lanes and Mews (6m)
Lanes and Mews are to provide access for vehicles and facilitate adjacent development. The design of Lanes and Mews is to generally follow the indicative
section and plan as follows:
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